Healthcare Rationing and Patient Rights

All modern healthcare systems face growing gaps between funding and treatment possibilities. Societal expectations call for decisions on whether to relax or accept resource constraints and how to deal with the respective consequences. The following article compares the different ways in which the healthcare systems in the USA, Germany and the UK have dealt with these problems to date.

Current healthcare reforms in the USA, Germany and the UK, representing significantly different funding conditions, reflect a common interest in market-driven cost containment. At present, US healthcare outlays amount to 2½ times the OECD norm in purchasing power parity terms and, failing corrective actions, are projected to swell to more than one third of GDP by 2030. Aiming to curb the public share of this, the 2003/4 Bush Administration’s Medicare bill offers $500 billion prescription drug benefits to motivate pensioners to join a for-profit health maintenance plan that manages costs by substituting fixed-price budgets for fee-for-service arrangements. Germany’s 2003/4 healthcare reforms, a key plank of Chancellor Schröder’s Agenda 2010 to kick-start the economy, are to cut health spending by €20 billion by 2007. As part of this, German sickness funds are induced to pool chronically ill patients in specialised disease management programmes, replacing itemised reimbursement by global budgets. Strict enforcement of budget limits across the UK National Health Service (NHS) has contained total national healthcare expenditure to presently around 7% of GDP, but it has also positioned the UK close to the bottom of the OECD in terms of its overall capacity and perceived willingness to respond to patient needs. Initiatives presently under discussion in Parliament, if enacted, would offer more managerial autonomy to primary and hospital care and effectively disintegrate the NHS to obtain competitive performance contracts.

Each reform project embraces fixed-price, prospective contracts to deal with shortcomings of the respective current approaches. In each case, economic motives affect clinical autonomy and treatment decisions and limit patients’ choice and payers’ financial commitment. In each case, cost containment however may also result in unwarranted exclusions from vital cures and generally sub-optimal healthcare supply. Regulator responses to evident risks differ in substance, each suffering from some acute shortcomings. The US relies on decentralised market and judicial reactions to challenge healthcare performance, but the system is severely hampered by unclear procedural and substantive standards. UK healthcare authorities insist on a national system of clinical governance, but treatment standards and performance guidelines continue to differ by regions. Germany’s healthcare reform de facto “renewed” the country’s reliance on corporate self-regulation, but there is clear concern about the legitimacy and anticompetitive impact of rules and a need for external supervision. Put this way, the three healthcare projects are in fact rather similar: in each case, political authorities effectively displace the responsibility for actually “managing care” without having set effective substantive and procedural standards.

But quality norms and treatment standards are essential to distinguish proper treatment from malpractice, and the wrongful from the justified denial of service. Clarity about the legal status of managed care organisation, contractors and patients is vital in determining the extent and allocation of liabilities, rights and obligations. Murky standards at each level hamper operational and regulatory governance and fuel concerns for legitimacy. How can patients/consumers, managed care suppliers and authorities determine whether a given service is fairly offered in competitive markets, or requires suppliers to be controlled by incentive contracts, or demands internalisation and direct regulatory control? How should courts pass judgment? What ultimately legitimises healthcare markets?

If these concerns are self-evident, why are responses to them not patently obvious? As is argued next, the explanation has three elements.

• Like most OECD countries, the USA, the UK and Germany do not face up to the essence of “managing care.”
• Dodging the facts has fuelled the delegation of de facto decision-making to healthcare suppliers and manifests itself in a diluted system of governance and cost control.
• Growing demand-side concerns are being “dealt” with through the promotion of patient rights, which, how-
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ever, de facto are, and for all practical purposes should be, of little legal significance. There may be a right to “healthcare” but there cannot be an inalienable right to treatment. The question is how to advance from the current state of affairs.

Rationing Health Benefits

Managing care means rationing health benefits. Growing gaps between funding and treatment possibilities and societal expectations call for decisions on whether to relax or accept resource constraints and how to deal with the respective consequences. Relaxing constraints requires mobilising opportunities for productivity increases and/or diverting funds from alternative investments. “Value-based competition” and the development of new drugs and treatment methods may help to curb hospital bills, but their combined effect is unlikely to compensate for the total consumption growth that is driven by the demographic profile of most developed economies.\(^1\) Hence, recognising the limits of growing healthcare at the expense of alternative consumption let alone investment requires accepting healthcare rationing as unavoidable. Healthcare rationing, that is allocating healthcare resources in the face of limited availability, means withholding beneficial interventions from some individuals. It is socially inevitable and prevalent. It is implicit in co-payments holding beneficial interventions from some individuals. It is socially inevitable and prevalent. It is implicit in co-payments and societal expectations call for decisions on whether to relax or accept resource constraints and how to deal with the respective consequences. Relaxing constraints requires mobilising opportunities for productivity increases and/or diverting funds from alternative investments. “Value-based competition” and the development of new drugs and treatment methods may help to curb hospital bills, but their combined effect is unlikely to compensate for the total consumption growth that is driven by the demographic profile of most developed economies.\(^1\) Hence, recognising the limits of growing healthcare at

In the process, allocation decisions are clandestinely made. Reacting to “public pressure”, the government often adopted initial formal cost-benefit justifications with references to the professional deliberations and judgment of its citizens. In the ideal, rules are efficient to the extent that they fit specific circumstances and can be easily understood, efficient, and legitimate. In the ideal, rules are efficient to the extent that they fit specific circumstances and can be easily understood, efficient, and legitimate. In the ideal, rules are efficient to the extent that they fit specific circumstances and can be easily understood, efficient, and legitimate. In the ideal, rules are efficient to the extent that they fit specific circumstances and can be easily understood, efficient, and legitimate.

Explicit, Efficient and Legitimate Rules

Healthcare rationing requires explicit, efficient, and legitimate rules. In the ideal, rules are efficient to the extent that they fit specific circumstances and can be easily understood, efficient, and legitimate. In the ideal, rules are efficient to the extent that they fit specific circumstances and can be easily understood, efficient, and legitimate.
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In an alternative process of ex ante resource allocation, the New Zealand parliament in 1993 rejected a vote on a defined core list of treatment in favour of guidelines and criteria to decide the state funding of treatment case-by-case. Although deciding on criteria – such as age – is obviously contentious, the actual rationing decision was delegated, moving it from the abstract to the concrete, adding emotional involvement and informational complexity and requiring governance mechanisms to balance unavoidable discretion. Still, similar to the Oregon initiative, at least an attempt was made to democratically generate explicit ex ante rules to constrain resource allocation decisions.

By comparison, most OECD countries, in the final analysis, effectively remove prioritisation decisions from the public agenda and, with the partial exception of the UK, rely, explicitly or implicitly, on professional discretion and “bedside” rationing. In essence, healthcare providers are trusted to balance their concrete economic interest with a broad notion of healthcare efficacy, fill the regulatory vacuum and effectively define a nation’s healthcare system and policy. The problem is that the conjunctive of implicit rationing criteria and healthcare reforms applying economic incentives to shape prioritisation decisions not only results in an awkward doctor-patient relationship, but in any given case may make reviewing the outcome difficult. While courts are unlikely to play a role in judging the quality of rationing decisions, they may be asked to pass judgment as to whether decision-making procedures are fair, transparent and concur with legal guidelines. Substantive rationing decisions would need to be reviewed by some board of medical examiners. But here the question is against which reference? While malpractice decisions are appraised against some generally accepted treatment standard, rationing decisions would need to be assessed in terms of a defined extent of treatment.

1. Given that healthcare spending in general is heavily skewed towards acute care for the sickest, particularly the elderly, rationing decisions may be linked to age. In the normative search for an efficient decision rule, some may reject age-based rationing per se as it is held to violate principles of debt and gratitude that society is seen to owe to the elderly for their past considerations given to the younger. Conversely, others might view age-based rationing to follow the most clear-cut per se standard available. Others again may consider age-based rationing of no use in guiding any rule of reason decision chiefly because “chronological age is not necessarily an indicator of the severity of illness or the recuperative ability of individual patients, nor is it an absolute predictor of the efficacy of treatment.” Cf. N. C. O’Malley: Age-based rationing of healthcare: a descriptive study of professional attitudes, Health Care Management Review, Vol. 16, Winter 1991, pp. 82-92; and D. Callahan, op. cit. Ethical and moral reasons aside, positive accounts would identify cases of age-based rationing or the outcome difficult. While courts are unlikely to play a role in judging the quality of rationing decisions, they may be asked to pass judgment as to whether decision-making procedures are fair, transparent and concur with legal guidelines. Substantive rationing decisions would need to be reviewed by some board of medical examiners. But here the question is against which reference? While malpractice decisions are appraised against some generally accepted treatment standard, rationing decisions would need to be assessed in terms of a defined extent of treatment.

6. Even if it were to be assumed that physicians operate with societal interest in mind, recent research on how medical professionals actually evaluate specific treatment needs and benefits presents a less sanguine impression. Left to their own devices, physicians have developed their own sets of rules of thumb “to think beyond the individual patient” when, for example, “choosing lower cost, slightly less effective but still good enough” treatment options. Ash and Ubel report examples of rationing norms actually used by physicians around the world that should trigger review. Cf. A. D. Ash, P. A. Ubel in: Rationing scarce life-sustaining resources on the basis of age, in: Journal of Advanced Nursing, Vol. 35, No. 5, 2001, p. 799. Clearly, any of these perspectives understandably points to the second crucial question: how does “society” determine the ex ante macro allocation of resources?

es is clearly evident. Nordic countries, at the forefront of treatment contracts and care guarantees, do not offer any legal right to treatment. Although patient rights are enshrined in some Eastern European constitutions, their application and enforcement is limited to rare cases of “ministerial regulation.” In the UK, the NHS is committed to providing a comprehensive service but recognises that resource limits cause the global allocation of funds, which unavoidably results in some services not being provided. Rationing decisions are open to judicial review only if the authority’s decision is “unreasonable”; the government does not need to prove that rationing is required for financial reasons. The UK Patient’s Charter mentions a does not need to prove that rationing is required for financial reasons. The UK Patient’s Charter mentions a limited number of patient rights related to access, quality assurance and complaint management. But so far the Charter itself has not conferred legally enforceable patient rights and does not provide for any external monitoring and enforcement mechanisms. Similarly in Germany, patient rights so far have no explicit legal standing. Even though German courts have tackled patients’ rights to information, deficits remain with regard to patients’ right to inspect their medical records and, especially in cases of chronic diseases, to be clearly informed about their condition, treatment and prognosis. To the extent that civil law has established individual rights in some of these cases, they may be restricted by the social security system. Collectively, patients as patient organisations do not participate in developing guidelines. The 2003/4 healthcare reform brought a new documentation describing patient rights and duties, identifying the need for clearly defined service quality, the stage-wise documentation of treatment successes, and, on occasion, the reversal of the burden of proof relative to providers and the pharmaceutical industry. But policy perspectives have no legal effect; a “right to treatment” cannot be found anywhere in the reform documents.

The US model of decentralised healthcare governance requires patients to be given proper legal standing. Recognising this, the Clinton Administration’s Consumer Bill of Rights and Responsibilities, issued in March 1998, was to strengthen the patient’s role and confidence in the healthcare system. Since then, its underlying principles have spawned a plethora of divergent Patients’ Bills of Rights offered by states, providers, health plans and patient groups. But operational standards and enforcement mechanisms are often ill-defined and not every state that endorses a Patient Bill of Rights also adopts the necessary complementary legislation and administrative guidance. Yet, even more important, deficient substantive standards not only heighten enforcement complexity and the risk of abuse but may also effectively void the opportunity of direct enforcement. As a result, patient rights in the state of New Jersey, for instance, originally envisioned as privately enforceable by patients against providers through a civil liability, were ultimately limited to enforcement exclusively by the State Department of Health and Senior Services. Recently proposed specialised healthcare courts, if adopted, may help to address procedural concerns but cannot mitigate the lack of substantive direction. Similarly, the renewed debate surrounding the US Patient Protection Act and the Supreme Court’s intent to open up patient-doctor relationships for review, may broaden liability issues and thereby may have an impact on employers’ insurance costs and trial lawyers’ fees. But even these do not establish a patient’s rights to treatment.

Hence in each case, the benefits given to one patient must be balanced by the ability to provide for all the members of society; hence robust prioritisation is needed. Yet, while in none of these countries governments operate an explicit and detailed system of priorities, in each of them ill-defined and legally loaded concepts such as patient rights create high expectations which, given resource limits, cannot but disappoint.

To advance from the current state of affairs, there is a need to engage in an open dialogue about resource constraints, opportunity costs and the extent of social solidarity that any individual can rely on. Only then can policy-making and implementation be separated, rules be technically efficient and enforcement be broadly shared, i.e. the provision of healthcare be effectively governed.
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